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However, the numbers also add a sense of reality to it. These recollections such as riding your first bicycle,
going to the seventh grade or even listening to the many stories your grandmother use to tell could be a
heartbreaking or breathtaking experience However, because the levitation is explained by religion, it is less
difficult for the reader to accept as this has become a habit of humanity to explain the unknown through a
higher being. Being this realistic, One Hundred Years of Solitude furthermore engages its readers, because
they can relate, even Just partially to what is happening to the characters in the story. Babies also cannot be
born with their eyes open. Perhaps one of the most commonly used examples of magical realism that can be
found in this book is one of the existence of ghosts in the lives of the townspeople of Macon. Let us know! He
wrote daily for eighteen months, almost bankrupting his family, and finally finished One Hundred Years of
Solitude. Marquez had a unique style of writing during his time. Garcia Marquez employs irony on several
levels. Related Papers. Rains do not last for five years. Thus, his technique of exaggeration of realistic
elements to obtain a magical story is effective in obtaining a balance that the reader can accept and relate to.
Most helpful essay resource ever! Thus, Father Nicanor leads the towns people to believe that his trick is
possible because of the hot chocolate that he drink before each performance combined with some kind of
divine intervention. In addition, the people of Macondo treat the magical and supernatural as normal.
However, his approach to magic realism is somewhat unconventional as he uses exaggeration to create
fantasy. Eventually his career took him to Cuba to cover the revolution there. The flying carpet can be viewed
as an exaggeration of these discoveries that the Columbians of this era discovered. The only ghost that is
really paid any attention to in the story is the ghost of the gypsy, Maladies. She told things that sounded
supernatural and fantastic but she told them with complete naturalnessâ€¦.


